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How do we know what words mean?



RIGHT
Adjective

1. morally good, justified, or acceptable: "I hope we're doing the right thing"
2. true or correct as a fact: "I'm not sure I know the right answer"
3. in a satisfactory, sound, or normal state: "that sausage doesn't smell right"
4. on, towards, or relating to the side of a human body or of a thing which is to the east
when the person or thing is facing north: "my right elbow"
5. complete; absolute (used for emphasis): "I felt a right idiot"
6. relating to a person or group favouring conservative views: "are you politically right?”,

Adverb
1. to the furthest or most complete extent or degree: "the car spun right off the track"
2. correctly: "he had guessed right"
3. on or to the right side: "turn right off the B1269"

Noun
1. that which is morally correct or honourable: "the difference between right and wrong"
2. a moral or legal entitlement : "she had every right to be angry"
3. the right-hand part, side, or direction: "take the first turning on the right"
4. a group or party favouring conservative views: "the Right got in at the election"

Verb
1. restore to a normal or upright position: "we righted the capsized dinghy"
2. restore to a normal or correct state: "righting the economy”

Exclamation
1. used to indicate agreement : "‘Oh, right’"



Cognitive Mechanisms – an overview

Consensus that:

• Automatic retrieval of multiple meanings in parallel

• Rapid selection of single meaning

• Occasional need for subsequent reinterpretation
See Vitello & Rodd (2015) for review

Conventional view is that two factors determine:

• How readily available meanings are

• Which meaning is ultimately selected

(i) Sentence context

(ii) Dominance (relative frequency)
Reordered Access Model: Duffy & Colleagues



Cognitive Mechanisms – my view

SENTENCE CONTEXT

e.g., “The BARK of the TREE/DOG”

‘Difficult’ words made easier by learning mechanisms

• Long-term experience with the word

Rowers (experts vs novices) Rodd et al., 2016

• Learned knowledge about the speaker/writer

US vs UK speaker Cai et al., nearly out!

• Recent experience with the word (15-40 minutes)



Cue 4: Recent Experience
Word Meaning Priming: Method

1. Prime phase : Semantic relatedness task

(2. Filler task: Digit span)

3. Test phase: Word association task

The star had many FANS
who came to all his concerts

music?

FANS



Word-Meaning Priming (Rodd et al., 2013; Expt 3)

… in the lab
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Some Questions about Mechanism

1. WHERE does learning take place?

• Does the modality of the prime/test matter?

2. NATURE of learning mechanism

• Do multiple encounters have cumulative effect?

• Does the structure of the prime sentence matter?

• Is sleep-related consolidation important?
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Is word-meaning priming modality-specific or
modality-general?
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Modality Experiment

• 3 x 2 design:
Prime Type (Auditory, Visual, Unprimed)
Test Type (Auditory, Visual)
• Web-based, participants recruited via Prolific Academic

OR
Sally worried that
the ball was going
to be too crowded

Vocab
Test

OR

ball ____

Priming Task
Semantic Relatedness

Filler Task
Test Task
Word Association

+
BRICK

500 ms
Until response

Until response
(self-paced)

~5 min.
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Modality Experiment: Summary

1) Significant cross-modal priming:

Reject strongest form of form-meaning connection view

2) No significant unimodal priming advantage

Likely reflects changes at amodal, lexical-semantic level

Or, VERY strong (bi-directional) co-activation of orthographic
and phonological forms

Replicated using speeded semantic relatedness task

Knowledge gained from recent lexical experience is
transferred between modalities



A possible puzzle?

1. Modality experiments:
Single set of distributional statistics

2. Experiments on speaker accent:

Can maintain distinct distributional statistics

Our (current) view:

• Default: Generalises across modalities/accents/individuals

• Specific learning arises from highly consistent patterns of use

• Predicts: Modality effect after extensive, differentiated training



Some Questions about Mechanism

1. WHERE does learning take place?
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Effects of Repetition (Betts et al., nearly out)
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Conditions:

• 1 repetition

• 3 MASSED repetitions
Different, but consecutive sentences

• 3 SPACED repetitions
Different, sentences in different blocks

• (unprimed control)

Effects of Repetition (Betts et al., nearly out!)
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Possible Explanations:
• Activation-based model spacing effect

(Pavlik & Anderson, 2005)

• Consolidation account
(Shea, Lai, Black & Park, 2000)

• (Contextual diversity)

Spacing is key for Benefit from Repetition



Conclusions

Context is KING!

Fluent comprehension requires utilising multiple cues:

Recent Experience – vital cue for improving comprehension

• Transfer knowledge across modalities

• Spacing necessary to benefit from repetition

trunk
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